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Abstract—Any robotic motion planning architecture must
define an action space through which the planner interfaces with
the machine’s dynamics. Prior approaches to legged locomotion
have defined this action space in terms of state trajectories or
foothold locations, but we propose that a more suitable action
space for dynamic legged locomotion planning can be defined
in terms of reactive legged behaviors. The elements of this space
consist of controllers for different periodic gaits and transient
actions that directly incorporate reactive disturbance recovery
behavior. We show in a planar walking domain that planning in
terms of robust behaviors has advantages over planning in terms
of footholds when real-time implementation is considered.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cassie (Figure 1) is a bipedal robot designed to be phys-
ically capable of agile movement. It is currently able to
exhibit robust blind walking using proprioceptive feedback and
reactive walking controllers, adjusting its footsteps to stabilize
itself after disturbances [2]. However, Cassie is not yet capable
of safely navigating in general environments because it cannot
preemptively avoid obstacles or plan interactions with complex
terrain. To handle these scenarios, Cassie will need to be able
to plan motion in addition to reacting to disturbances.

Prior planning architectures for bipedal robots have used a
variety of action spaces to interface between motion planning
and dynamic control. One approach has the planner find a
dynamically and environmentally feasible state trajectory and
has the controller follow it with linear state feedback [3].
Another approach sequentially chooses footholds and a center
of mass trajectory, and then controls the robot to hit both of
these types of targets [1].

These approaches work when the robot is minimally dis-
turbed, but are unable to react quickly enough to stabilize the
robot when it becomes necessary to place its feet somewhere
else to avoid falling, such as after large unexpected pushes.
This occurs because the choice of footholds rests solely on the
planning side of the interface, which has higher response la-
tency than the dynamic control side. Making a robot controlled
with these action spaces as robust to disturbances as Cassie
will require much faster planning methods or computational
hardware. Instead, we aim to make agile motion planning
possible with modern algorithms and hardware by planning
in a more appropriate action space.

II. REACTIVE LEGGED BEHAVIOR

We propose designing the action space such that authority
over foothold selection is shared between the motion planning
and dynamic control layers of the control architecture, using
what we call reactive legged behaviors. These behaviors are

Fig. 1. Cassie performing a dynamic and obstacle-aware task.

similar to the reactive controllers Cassie uses now, producing
predictable walking and running gaits as well as standing,
jumping, turning, and other movements. Each behavior in-
cludes reactive stabilization that deviates from normal move-
ment as necessary to keep the robot from falling.

Motion planning using this action space has the planner
choose which behaviors the robot should execute at any given
time. When disturbances occur, the behavior executing in the
control layer takes immediate action to keep the robot from
falling, and after some latency the planning layer can react by
specifying a new plan that accounts for the new situation. This
process can cause the robot to step in undesirable areas during
reactive stabilization, but we believe this is an acceptable
tradeoff for greatly increased stability.

III. EXPERIMENTS

The proposed action space was compared with an action
space in which footholds are explicitly specified by the plan-
ner using a simulated planar biped with dynamics roughly
corresponding to Cassie, walking on terrain with random gaps
and height variations. Actions were chosen by a short-horizon
Monte-carlo planner with a latency and update rate meant to
emulate online operation. Tests were run using both action
spaces with and without random impulsive disturbances.

In tests without random impulsive disturbances, both plan-
ning architectures were capable of reliably navigating the
terrain. In tests with disturbances, the biped using a foothold
action space fell over after nearly every disturbance, while the
biped using reactive legged behavior only fell over when the
circumstances caused it to place its feet in one of the gaps.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

By giving the planning and control layers shared authority
over foothold placement, the reactive behavior action space
exhibits greater robustness than the foothold action space in
this particular experimental setup, which is meant to reflect
the constraints of online operation.
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